Super Spellings
in the Primary
Classroom

Alexandra
Charalambous
SEND and Voice
Coach Consultant

Delivered at Two Different Time Slots to Fit You
Duration: Mon, 21 Sep 2020
Time: 8
 :30 am - 10:30 am (GMT)
or 1:30 pm - 3:30 pm (GMT)
Duration: 2-hours to include Q&A

Price:
Practitioner: £37.00
Standard (Up to 5 members of Staff): £190.00
Premium (Up to 10 members of Staff): £335.00

Course Description:

Reasons to choose Veema:

This course will focus on supporting the continuity
of the teaching and learning of phonic skills into
spelling as pupils progress through Key Stage 2. We
explore how spelling rules, conventions and how
to demonstrate to children what it takes to learn to
spell. Ideas for making spelling fun and engaging for
children will be shared.

✔ We work extensively with UK and International
Schools and so have a global understanding of the
issues facing educators and school staff

Learning Objectives:
• To understand what children need to know to be
effective spellers
• To understand how to merge phonics into spelling
• To provide strategies and ideas to support the
teaching and learning of spelling.

Audience:
• Teachers in Year 2 and beyond
• Age range 7-11

✔ Our highly-rated training courses have been
created by experts and are delivered by
experienced professional development trainers
✔ All our trainers are former teachers and school
leaders who know how to look at the world from
your perspective
✔ Our courses are certified, which means you can be
sure of their quality
✔ We offer extensive and in-depth post-course
online support to help you get the most from each
training session
✔ We offer a wealth of literature and material for use
in your school

Resources:
• Practical resources are provided by the trainer to
model in the session
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Alexandra’s Biography:
Alexandra is a teacher trainer, university lecturer and voice expert. Her expertise is in coaching both new
and experienced teachers on how to deliver high quality phonics teaching. She has over ten years’ classroom
teaching experience and has worked with the British Dyslexia Association and the Helen Arkell Dyslexia
Centre. To develop the spoken language and imaginations of KS1 and KS2 pupils and enliven her literacy
lessons, Alexandra uses drama techniques. To help practitioners to develop stronger and more effective vocal
abilities, Alexandra uses a range of exercises and also offers advice on maintaining a healthy voice throughout
a teaching career. Her engaging interactive style ensures those who attend her workshops not only acquire a
‘better voice’, but also a wealth of ideas on how to use their most ‘powerful tool’.

Book Now!
Download our Online Academy Service List

Contact us by
@VeemaEdu

Veema

To find out more about how our masterclasses or packages can help you support success, please call us on
+44 (0) 20 3637 4232 or email masterclasses@veema.co.uk.
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